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Holiday Party January 6th 2016
The NPMAS holiday party was
held at Titletown Brewery on
January 6th. We had an excellent turnout with roughly 35
people in attendance. The
evening kicked off with drinks
and snacks from 6 until 7PM.
Following dinner, the white
elephant gift exchange was
held.

Upcoming Events
Board Meeting
 MARCH 8TH
Monthly Meeting
 FEBURARY 3RD
- STAR OF
BETHLEHEM
Monthly Meeting
 MARCH 2ND
- LIFE ON SOLAR
SYSTEM MOONS

Regular Features:
As usual there was a great mix
of fun gag gifts and very nice
items. The wine bottles passed
from person to person as prized
possessions. We even had a
storm trouper toy make an appearance before it finally found
a home near the end of the party.
Everyone had a great time.
Thank you to Dick Francini for
organizing the party and we
look forward to next years
event.
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The NPMAS Historian
A Photo From The Past
By George McCourt

This Month’s Photo Trivia
1. Where was the photo taken? Place, event, etc.
2. What date or year was the photo taken?
3. Who are the people in the photo?
4. What objects were observed during the event?
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Answers to Last Month’s Photo Trivia
1. Question: Where was the photo taken? Place, event,
etc.
Answer: The photo was taken outside the Adler
Planetarium in Chicago. The event was the annual
NPMAS field trip.
2. Question: What date or year was the photo taken?
Answer: The photo was taken June 6, 1992.
3. Question: Who are the people in the photo?
Answer: The people are NPMAS members left to
right: Fred & Lisa Zimmerman, Ron Parmentier, Jeff
Hermans, Mary Krouth, Ted & Kathy Kordes, George
McCourt, Eric & John Kordes, Stan Sukawaty, Brian
Mulligan & his girlfriend, Denis Mulligan, Lola &
Steve Mofle, Don DeWitt, and Gerry Schaefer.
4. Question: What was unique about this event and what
other locations were visited?
Answer: The trip began on a chartered bus departing Green Bay from K-Mart East at 6:15am and
arriving at the Adler Planetarium at 10am. Rolls &
beverages were provided on the bus. The bus
departed the Planetarium at 5:30pm in route to
Green Bay with a snack & beverages provided on
the bus plus a stop for dinner in route to Green Bay.
The day included the Shedd Aquarium from 10-12
including the 11am “Coral Reef Dive”, The Field
Museum from 12-2:30pm with lunch at the Museum &
included the Pawnee Earth Lodge programs “Inside
Ancient Egypt” & “Families at Work”. The final
location was the Adler Planetarium from 2:30-5pm
including the 3pm “Sky Show”.
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New Member Welcome
Felix Osorio
Green Bay
How did you find the NPMAS?
-Internet
How long have you been interested in Astronomy?
- Since a child, but more in the last 3 years
Can you tell us about yourself?
- I am a husband, father of two, grandfather to be. I am in sales and sell
biotechnology equipment. I enjoy handball and Congreo (percussion)
What do you expect to get out of the club?
- I want to be a part of the astronomy group and learn new things about
objects in the night sky.

Eye in the Sky
February 2016

March 2016

8th

New Moon

8th

New Moon

22nd

Full Moon

20th

March Equinox

23rd

Full Moon

http://www.seasky.org/astronomy/astronomy-calendar-2016.html
http://www.nightskyinfo.com/
http://www.astronomytoday.com/skyguide.html
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Einstein Project—January 8th and 9th
The Einstein Project was another
great success for the club again this
year.
Our club had a great looking booth
displaying astronomy related posters, handouts, and information. We
had 3 telescopes and a set of binoculars setup for the kids to view targets up along the ceiling of the expo
hall.
The day was extremely busy with a
steady stream of visitors through out
the day. There were roughly 4300
people in attendance ranging in age
from only a few years up to parents
and grandparents.

Unfortunately, the weather did not cooperate for the solar viewing outside
this year. The kids and parents all
seemed to be very excited to have a
chance to look through the telescopes.
Thank you to all of the volunteers that
made this event a success.
If you have not volunteered before,
please consider doing so next year. It
is a great opportunity to talk about
your hobby and introduce the next
generation of astronomers to our universe. Hope to see you there next
year!
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The Loneliest Galaxy in the Universe
Our greatest, largest-scale surveys of
the universe have given us an unprecedented view of cosmic structure extending for tens of billions of light
years. With the combined effects of
normal matter, dark matter, dark energy, neutrinos and radiation all affecting how matter clumps, collapses
and separates over time, the great
cosmic web we see is in tremendous
agreement with our best theories: the
Big Bang and General Relativity. Yet
this understanding was only possible
because of the pioneering work of
Edwin Hubble, who identified a large
number of galaxies outside of our
own, correctly measured their distance (following the work of Vesto
Slipher's work measuring their redshifts), and discovered the expanding
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By Ethan Siegel Space Place Partners

universe.
But what if the Milky Way
weren't located in one of the
"strands" of the great cosmic
web, where galaxies are plentiful
and ubiquitous in many different
directions? What if, instead, we
were located in one of the great
"voids" separating the vast majority of galaxies? It would've
taken telescopes and imaging
technology far more advanced
than Hubble had at his disposal
to even detect a single galaxy
beyond our own, much less dozens, hundreds or millions, like
we have today. While the nearest galaxies to us are only a few

million light years distant, there are
voids so large that a galaxy located
at the center of one might not see
another for a hundred times that distance.
While we've readily learned about
our place in the universe from observing what's around us, not everyone is as fortunate. In particular, the
galaxy MCG+01-02-015 has not a
single known galaxy around it for a
hundred million light years in all
directions. Were you to draw a
sphere around the Milky Way with a
radius of 100 million light years,
we'd find hundreds of thousands of
galaxies. But not MCG+01-02-015;
it's the loneliest galaxy ever discovered. Our Milky Way, like most gal-
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Lonely Galaxy (Continued)
axies, has been built up by
mergers and accretions of
many other galaxies over
billions of years, having acquired stars and gas from a
slew of our former neighbors. But an isolated galaxy
like this one has only the
matter it was born with to
call its own.
Edwin Hubble made his universe-changing discovery
using telescope technology
from 1917, yet he would
have found absolutely zero
other galaxies at all were we
situated at MCG+01-02015's location. The first visible galaxy wouldn't have
shown up until we had 1960s
-level technology, and who
knows if we'd have continued looking? If we were such
a lonely galaxy, would we
have given up the search, and
concluded that our galaxy
encompassed all of existence? Or would we have
continued peering deeper

Image credit: ESA/Hubble & NASA and N. Gorin (STScI); Acknowledgement: Judy Schmidt, of
the loneliest void galaxy in the known: MCG+01-02-015.

into the void, eventually discovering our unusual location in a vast, expanding universe?
For the inhabitants of the loneliest galaxy, we
can only hope that they didn't give up the
search, and discovered the entire universe.

Show and Tell at Monthly Meetings
Do you have a new cool gadget, a project you are
working on, a new observing program you are undertaking? Please consider coming to the next
meeting and doing a short show and tell presentation.
Recent monthly meetings have had people bring in
a wide variety of items to discuss. As an example:
Brian Chopp had his solar system project in for an
updated showing, Mike Monfile talked about the
radio astonmy project he is helping Tony assemble
at his house, Rodrigo brought in some red lighting
he recently picked up. If you have anything you
would like to show off or talk about, bring it to
our next meeting.
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Please note, the
2016 schedule published here is still
potentially subject
to changes. As we
solidify speakers
and events, we will
update the list as
necessary.
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2016 Schedule of Events for NPMAS
January
3 – Quandrantids

July
1-2 – Parmentier Observing Weekend

6 – Meeting/Holiday Party – Dick Francini, Coordinator

6 – Meeting – TBD – Megan Picket?

8-9 – Einstein Science Expo – Amy and Lynn, Coordinators

28 – Delta Aquarids

February
3 – Meeting – Star of Bethlehem – Kevin Nasal

29-30 – Gerry Kocken Star Party

8-14 – Winter Star Party

31-5 – Nebraska Star Party

12-14 – Camp U-Ni-Li-Yah – Wayne Khun, Coordinator

August
3 – Meeting – Club Picnic - Rodrigo Roesch, Coordinator

March
2 – Meeting – Life on Solar System Moons? – Gerry
Schaefer

5‐7 – Northwoods Star Fest

11-12 – Kroes Observing Weekend
April
6 – Meeting – Astrophotography – Tom Eebe
9 – Sheboygan Swap-n-Sell
9 – Messier Marathon – Brillion Nature Preserve – Wayne
Kuhn, Coordinator

12 – Perseids
31‐4 – Northern Nights Star Fest
September
2‐3 – Parmen er Observing Weekend
7 – Mee ng – TBD – Bob Lundt
24‐2 – Oki‐Tex Star Fest

16 – Public Observing – Bay Beach Wildlife Sanctuary –
Wayne Kuhn, Coordinator

30‐1 – Parmen er Observing Weekend

22 – Lyrids

October
5 – Mee ng – Lynn & Amy Show

May
1-8 – Texas Star Party
4 – Meeting – TBD – Bob Kerr
6 – Eta Aquarids
6-7 – Parmentier Observing Weekend
9 – Transit of Mercury
14 – Public Observing – Brillion Nature Preserve – Wayne
Kuhn, Coordinator
June
1 – Meeting – Analemma – Amy Hannon-Drew
2-5 – Wisconsin Observers Weekend
3-4 – Parmentier Observing Weekend

7 – Draconoids
8 – Public Observing – Bay Beach Wildlife Sanctuary –
Wayne Kuhn, Coordinator
21 – Orionids
28-29 Parmen er Observing Weekend
November
2 – Meeting – TBD – Jim Sentouski
17 – Leonids
December
2-3 – Kroes Observing Weekend
7 – Meeting – Year in Review – Rodrigo Roesch
13 – Geminids
21 – Ursids
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Camp U-Ni-Li–Ya Feb 12-14th
As 2016 starts to ramp up,
the Neville Public Museum Astronomical Society is looking forward to our 26th annual
NPMAS Camp U-Nah-Li-Ya
Winter Weekend. It is scheduled
for Friday, February 12th thru
Sunday, February 14th at YMCA
Camp U-Nah-Li-Ya. The Camp is
at 12101 Y Camp
Road, Suring, WI (715-276-7116)
and is located on Chute Pond, just
south of Mountain, WI. Arrival
time on Friday is 4:00 pm and
checkout time on Sunday is 1:00
pm.
And for the first time we
want to invite our fellow astronomy enthusiasts from the Fox Valley and Door County to join us.
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This annual adventure includes cross country skiing on over
seven miles of trails in and around
the Nicolet National Forest, snow
shoeing, ice skating, broomball on
the ice rink, ice fishing, snow tubing/
sledding, wood sauna on the lake,
and relaxing by a warm fireplace
with your NPMAS friends. The
Camp has a big supply of cross country skis with poles, ski boots, ice
skates, and snow shoes, all free of
charge! You can choose to do as
much or as little as you like.

and access to all camp facilities,
equipment, and activities. Usually the
majority of our group will travel to a
local restaurant and eat together on
Friday night. The club will provide a
free breakfast (pancakes, sausages,
etc.) Saturday morning and if things
work out right a free supper on Saturday night!

Lodging is in the same heated group
cabins (with furnaces and fireplaces)
as we had last year. Cabin #8 can
sleep up to 18 and cabin #9 is brand
new with a large community area and
can sleep up to 24. The bunks have
We’ve kept the cost the same mattresses only so bring your own
as last year - only $35.00 per person sleeping bags and linens. Parking is
and children under 10 are $30.00
available right next to each cabin.
each. Included in this cost is your
two nights lodging for the weekend
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Here is a link to more info on
Camp U-Nah-Li-Ya: https://
www.campunahliya.org/about/tour
-camp/
What to bring: Sleeping
bags, pillows, warm clothes,
swimsuit (for the sauna), towel,
toiletries, white flashlight, red
flashlight for observing area, outdoor equipment, reading material,
snacks, drinks (other than coffee
and hot chocolate which will be
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provided for you), observing
equipment, telescope or binoculars, board games, cards etc. The
skies are among the darkest inWisconsin so bring your telescopes along and brave the frozen lake.
This is always a really fun time
so if you’ve never gone before
give it a try! Please send your
advance payment to Dick Fran-

cini, 1805 Christie Court, De-Pere,
WI 54115. Please provide names
and ages of all attending adults and
children. Also email me
at waylin98@new.rr.com if you intend on going by JANUARY 25TH
so I can get a head count for the
Camp. We look forward to you
coming along and making the
NPMAS Camp U-Nah-Li-Ya Winter Weekend a weekend to remember!
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Club Member Services
LOANER TELESCOPES

NPMAS OBSERVING SITES

NPMAS members are welcome to use, free of charge for
a one month period, one of the seven club telescopes
available. Please contact one of the board members to
make arrangements. The seven telescopes available are:

NPMAS members have access to three observing sites located on
private land and belonging to members of our club.



10 inch Dobsonian Telescope



60 mm Bushnell Voyager



12” Orion Sky Quest Intelliscope (Object Locator)



Meade ETX125 Cassegrain Telescope with Auto Star



4” Meade Schmidt Cassegrain



8” F10 Celestron Schmidt Cassegrain

Parmentier Observatory
Parmentier Observatory is home to a 30
inch classical Cassegrain telescope, the largest private observatory in Wisconsin. Members may view through the 30 inch or set up
their own telescopes in the adjoining field.
Observatory Representative
Dick Francini—920-338-8504
Cedar Drive Observing
This is the private residence of Tony and
Tara Kroes, located Southwest of Pulaski on
10 acres of land. Members are welcome anytime but please call
ahead to make arrangements.
Tony Kroes Home—920-265-9290.

Club Library
NPMAS has a collection of astronomy related books
and videos covering a wide variety
of topics including observing, the
solar system, stars and more. Items
can be checked out at monthly club
meeting or by contacting Tom Cashman at 920-432-2261.

NPMAS BOARD
Officers
President
Wayne Kuhn
president@npmas.org
920-468-0765
Vice President
Dick Francini
vicepresident@npmas.org
920-338-8504
Treasurer
Dick Francini
treasurer@npmas.org
920-338-8504
Secretary
Brian Chopp
secretary@npmas.org

Object of the month
Astronomical Events
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2015 STAFF/COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Board Members
Amy Hannon –Drew
Lynn Ward
Bob Nelezen
robertn330@gmail.com
920-621-7656
Rodrigo Roesch
rroesch@gmail.com
920-634-5548
David Wagner
timberlodge@yahoo.com
920-606-7788
Kevin Nasal

Dick Francini
Bob Nelezen

ALCor Representative
Brian Chopp
Awards Coordinator
Lynn Ward
Camp U-Nah-Li-Ya
Wayne Huhn
Einstein Science Expo Amy Hannon-Drew
Lynn Ward
Historian
George McCourt
Holiday Party
Dick Francini
Librarian
Tom Cashman
Membership
Dick Francini
Messier Marathon
Wayne Kuhn
Night Sky Network
Brian Chopp
Amy Hannon-Drew
Observatory Rep
Mike Monfile
Observatory Key Holders
Dick Francini
Gerry Kocken
Rodrigo Roesch
Gary Baier
Wayne Kuhn
Brian Chopp
Properties
David Wagner
Public Outreach
Bob Nelezen
Amy Hannon-Drew
Website
Scott Dickson
Newsletter Editor
David Wagner
Museum Exhibit
George McCourt

The Eyepiece
Editor : David Wagner
Circulation : 90
Submissions can be emailed to
timberlodge@yahoo.com
or mailed to
7788 Timberline Rd.
Oconto Falls, WI 54154

The Eyepiece is a monthly publication of the Neville Public Museum Astronomical Society. Material in The Eyepiece may be reprinted for nonprofit use with
proper credit and consent from
both the editor and writer. The
editor reserves the right to accept or refuse, edit for content,
etc., any article or image submitted for publication.
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